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Ross Arnfield, of Lisbon, Ohio, was the Match 

Winner of our October and last match of the season 

for Black Powder Cartridge Rifle Silhouette. The 

match was held at the Ridgway Rifle Club in 

Ridgway, Pa. on October 23
rd

. Ross scored 35 out 

of 40 silhouettes to take the match in what was a 

fantastic fall day. There were a total of 38 attendees 

for this match. 

 

We started the match with a cold 32 degree 

morning. After the first relay the match had to be 

held due to a thick fog bank that moved in the area. 

Once the fog lifted the day turned out to be pretty 

nice. 

 

Second Open for the match was taken by Brian 

Chilson shooting 32 out of 40. First Master was 

Dave Heeter with a score of 28/40. Steve Maurer 

took Second Master with a score of 25/40. Rodney 

Barton shot a score of 25/40 to take First AAA. 

First AA was taken by Lorren Brown with a score 

of 22. First Scope was taken by Mario DeAngelis 

with a score of 31 out of 40. 

 

The rest of the scores for this match can be seen on 

the attached result sheet. 

 

The Ridgway Rifle Club and all attendees would like to congratulate all the winners. I would like 

to thank all those who attended and hope you had a great time. I know I did and the weather was 

just grand. 

 

As this was the last match for this year, Becky and I would like to wish you all the best during 

the upcoming Christmas & New Years Holiday Seasons. We hope you had as much enjoyment 

in attending our matches at Ridgway as we did in seeing all of our great friends through this 

competitive season. Look for our informational packet on the 2012 Shooting Season to arrive 

sometime in January. If I have your email address I will send it to you in PDF format. Those who 

do not have email, will receive their copies in the mail. 

Ross Arnfield – October Match Winner 
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Remember to shoot straight, often and don’t forget to involve the younger generation in our 

shooting sports.     

 

Match Director - John O’Donnell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Winners of the October BPCR Match 


